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The real subject’s importance is not always been emphasized. The status of real 
man is not always been admitted. Before the renaissance, the subject was submerged 
by flog of religion obscurantism. The enlightment campaign dispelled mystery with 
the logos. But logos became as monstrous as “god” which opposite to man. In practice, 
the real subject degrading to the object and modernistic suffering well showed it. 
From the renaissance on, in order to concord with the need of the capitalism’s 
development, the status of subject has become more obvious in theory. But in 
philosophy, the tradition of binary opposition between subject and object, mind and 
material, entity and sprit which derived from Plato, inherited by Dikaer, finished by 
Hegel emphasized the obstruct subject, and simultaneously dispelled the value of the 
real subject. Marx leaded to the transition of philosophy models and realized the true 
union of subject and object. As a result, the real subject got its due position and man 
had tried to wipe out the alienation, especially in the socialism countries. Modern 
china’s scientific development concept insisting on human-oriented has made great 
contribution to “subject’s liberation”. This essay which takes Marx’s idea of subject as 
core tided up the logic of German classic philosophy’s issue of subject and object and 
it introduces the great effect of Marx’s subject idea. I combine “man’s liberation” with 
modernity and scientific concept of development. Finally, I get a conclusion: Under 
the guidance of Marxism, people-oriented concept of scientific development has 
begun to realize the real subject. Man’s free and complete development has become 
reality rather than Utopia. 
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